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Abstract—the number of cell phone subscribers is increasing use of cell phones in remote areas and to increase their coverage and to 

all the places it has sought to expand the network service providers. The cost of placing a cell tower, depending on the height and 

location, and because it can be very expensive, they have to be placed strategically to reduce the cost. Number of service providers has 

increased manifold in the last decade and the competition between them is an efficient algorithm for finding a strategic manner is 

important to place your towers. On such a brilliant connectivity in remote areas as well as extreme at an affordable cost to the service 

provider can ensure customers. All towers being expensive needs to be placed strategically, to reduce costs. In addition, an optimum 

height of the tower is to be placed wisely need to be calculated as the height of the tower not only affects the coverage of the tower, but 

also affects the cost of your appointment. In this context, we come across various complications. For example, the signals to reach some 

areas as the extent of coverage is distorted due to geographic barriers fail. Thereafter, in any area of potential tower locations to be 

determined. And only the best and most essential that people in the region are required to cover more and more customers with their 

respective optimum height is chosen. This can help (FDMA) technology. Manipulating transmission group width, long distance 

roaming is impossible, and it is merely a congenital mobile contact system. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1G  

1G was a period of flourishing development for mobile communication. At the end of 1978, American Bell workshop prosperously a high 

mobile phone system (AMPS) industrial [1]. Mainly cellular mobile system capacity was enhanced by the formation of contact networks. 

In 1983, it was early in Chicago for potential locale, and in December of the same year as Washington had requested. Subsequently, the 

potential term in the United States have increased slowly. By March 1985, it has covered 47 spans 100,000 users. Supplement industrialized 

states in the extra-cellular mobile touch web gradual industrialized. Japan in 1979 cars (HAMTS), which was the locale in Tokyo and Kobe 

capacity gave a 800MHz phone system. West Germany, in 1984 with the scope frequency of 450MHz C-finished web. Admission 

connectivity over UK in 1985 (TAC), was the first locale in that capacity in London and ended up next to the state requested, 900MHz 

frequency scope and industrial. France 450 system industrial; Canada 450MHz Mobile Phone System (MTS) has to give; In 1980, the four 

Nordic countries, including Sweden NMT-450 mobile connectivity in industrial and 450MHz frequency range in this capacity occur. 

http://www.ijariit.com/
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Simulation and frequency multiplex separation generally adopts the Europe respectively. Everyone goes for all, before Qualcomm's CDMA 

technology has matured (1995), as the core technology in 2G Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) is adopted, and was adopted as the 

standard IS136. However, the market was originally in the United States. Today, all those familiar TDMA, GSM is the European average.   

 

2G 

It mainly digital time division multiple access (TDMA) and code division multiple access (CDMA) adopts respectively corresponding to 

the global GSM and CDMA systems. 

2G is a competition that is the competition between the two interest groups represented by the US and its presence in the region to establish 

efficient contact occurred at the very beginning. Unlike small cells, a wire line backhaul connections via relay stations not connected to 

core network, but to use the base station must rely on wireless transmission. This significant reduction in infrastructure costs and provides 

deployment flexibility, but at the same time, can lead to interference issues. 

 

3G 

The main difference between 3G and 2G for voice and data transmission speed is improved. 3G technology in the world to realize wireless 

roaming, pictures, music, video stream multiple media forms, like processes and web browsing, conference calls, e-commerce, including 

considering good compatibility with existing 2nd generation information  

 

Figure 1.1 Overview of Wireless Telecommunications [5] 

Does. To offer such a service, the wireless network must support various data transmission speeds, that it is at least 2 Mbps, 384 Mbps and 

144 Mbps respectively, indoor, outdoor, and driving environment (the network environment vary with) supports the transmission is to say. 

 

 

4G 

In brief 4 is 4G mobile communication technology. This is a technical product integrating 3G and WLAN. It transmits high quality video 

and images, high resolution images with quality comparable to television. At a speed of 20Mbps download speeds in 4G systems up 

100Mbps, 2000 times faster than ADSL, and to upload. The wireless service can meet the needs of almost all users. As the most immediate 

concerns of users is price, 4G is equivalent to fixed broadband networks, with more flexible pricing system. Users can customize the 

services required under this demand. Additionally, DSL and cable TV modems 4G areas which are not covered by, and then be expanded 

to the whole region can be deployed. Of course, 4G has incomparable advantages. 
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I. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

In today's interconnected world, the R can be modeled and to examine it. This cell towers and wireless supplementary proposals as a 

significant speed-sight (LOS) restrictions are constrained line. 

For example, a tower on the highest hill allocated (in a rural setting), or (in a city setting) building (such as a small hill or building) is not 

the best solution because of supplementary demand constraints Los tower block the idea is to spread all of the time. To prevent such 

situations, the most suitable places of employment are explored satellite imagery. 

The population density of the population, such as hide and geographical features of the period, are used. A tower in the area, as it helps to 

determine the need for this data is important. For example, an extremely small population is distributed in the short term, there should be 

an additional requirement of the tower, while the tower system generated number is greater than the cost of the population. Complications 

such as trying to solve the problem transpire. Therefore, such data only for the most cost-effective in terms of information helps. 

The intensity of the signal at a particular point is not considered. We accept that we deserve intensity above a specific threshold for the 

client to consider hide, and it did not include as below. As our goal, the intensity of the wireless signal to connect them to the Web or a 

customer gets all the 'signal strength' not detecting the intensity with plenty to cover all customers understand it comes. 

Web Optimization approach there are collections. Strategies and methods and standards that are considered the main contradictions are due 

to the set. While only a small portion of the web of nodes with a certain system parameters based on optimal web Association explains 

what most of them allocate the optimum setback center station locations. Center station locations is optimal in general as openly jerk way 

by employing a discrete optimization is dealt with. Locale selection strategy, which is often binary plan from a predefined set of potential 

center of one of the stations, select the exact number was painted on the target locations, so the candidate sites screamed. 

Multiple integer plan included supplementary standards are a good many times. Software design methods, or through the whole table as I 

can be resolved by heuristics. 

Stochastic methods are used additionally the center station locations, attention span, are not subject to such a discrete subset by particle 

swarm optimization, genetic algorithm, by a little, or a small supplementary heuristic approach. 

 

Ability to maintain quality and universal access as needed to check the power consumption of the cellular webs, lofty, presentation dead 

zones extend coverage to remove or reduce traffic hot areas is a flexible and cost-effective resolution. Elevated upcoming cellular webs 

and the subsequent construction of a enthusing facility is conceived as part of the cellular network. 4G LTE webs and the two standards 

are the following scenarios: 

Expanding coverage: indoors or in shadow areas towers should permit an increase in relation to the user experience; 

Cluster dynamics: the towers inside a train or bus traffic associated with a group of users can total; 

Promotes efficiency: low cost by employing tower stations, a cellular operator and its capacity can increase your web dense. Unlike small 

cells, a wire line backhaul connections across the tower stations are not related to the core web, wireless transmission to the central station 

but must rely on. The basis for the price reduction proposals and placement flexibility but, at the same time can lead to interference issues 

opens. 

 

II. PROPOSED ACTION 

Early assumed shock tower to cell radius of maximum extension of the mechanism. The rise in net sales center stations employ additional 

number of customers quickly cut the base price of production support helps. 4G service in India with a small places, so it was deemed could 

seize term supplementary states to grasp. The main drawback of a large group over the frequency spectrum, which is sought to 4G, is 

lacking. Another reason for this is to send data to exceptional items bearing a price. If it should be agreed between the customers, the first 

to be obtainable at a low rate for the rate of spectrum should be refused. We therefore advocate the pursuit of a tower system adapted to 

the working methods employed. 

Tower Stations (RSS), normally close to the cell boundary users are used to increase the signal strength. However, over a transmission 

tower station two transmission period, ie the need for a tower station hub station and mobile stations to supplement the station's tower. 

Thus, the tower could cut extra system capacity, the term is considered to be a two-stage transmission. As a result, whether or not one-hop 
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or two-hop transmission of data are sent by both ambitious gesture must be installed on power and throughput. In this work, we aim to 

maximize the potential optimal tower locale check system. We have to find out whether a hop-oriented transmission is important to choose 

a novel point of law to consider power-oriented tower. We know that the gesture could produce power-oriented system will hop high 

capacity transmission. We also can achieve optimal tower locale will recognize that the highest system efficiency.  

Objectives 

 To discover and examine assorted tower arrangement methodologies for 4G cellular networks. 

 To counsel a novel gesture strength oriented tower arrangement strategy for optimal 4g tower placement. 

 To apply the counseled optimization strategy in best suited instrument, MATLAB will be believed for same. 

 To assess the requested scheme for assorted parameters such as no of towers, cell capacity, users supported. 

 

III. APPLICATIONS: 

a) Control system: -  

The study and design of a control system modeling, simulation, analysis and optimization of the various stages. A control system response 

is studied by subjecting the model of standard input signals. If the response is unsatisfactory, system reform and adjustment of system 

parameters or by including appropriate compensation devices is optimized. 

A control system and the individual components of mathematical equations describing the behavior of the input-output characteristics. 

There are two approaches to the analysis and design of control systems. The first approach is called classical or frequency domain 

approaches. In this approach, the difference or differential equations, Laplace or Z-change input and output by using the respective transfer 

functions are converted. This approach is applied to linear time-invariant systems. The second approach, state-variable approach or modern 

control theory approach which is a time-domain approach. The multi-input multi-output, such as control systems and non-linear systems, 

etc., for a wide range of easy to apply, however, this method also requires the Laplace transform knowledge. 

 

b) Test Measurements: - 

The Test & Measurement Tool (tm tool) enables you to configure and control resources (instruments, serial devices, drivers, interfaces, 

etc.) accessible through the toolbox without having to write the MATLAB script. 

You can use the Test & Measurement Tool to manage your session with the toolbox. This tool enables you to do the following: 

 Detect available hardware and drivers. 

 Connect to an instrument or device. 

 Configure instrument or device settings. 

 Read and write data. 

 Automatically generate the MATLAB script. 

 Visualize acquired data. 

 Export acquired data to the MATLAB workspace. 
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Figure 1Proposed Flow chart of the Optimization Process 

c) Computational Biology: - 

Computational Biology, researcher’s mathematical and statistical software, computer modeling, and computational and engineering 

methods are addressing this challenge by adopting. Computational biology software that is flexible, supports diverse applicat ions, is 

scalable, can handle increasingly large data sets, and deployment capabilities are required. So it is not surprising that many of the 

pharmacokinetic modeling and statistical analysis application for deployment to a spectrum of actions adopted MATLAB is. 

Currently computational biology and mass spectrometry analysis such as microarray analysis methods, to integrate them into the genomic 

and proteomic data sets to consider many diseases and medical conditions and to improve their understanding of are working. They also 

enable doctors to treat the human genome that eventually will develop properly calibrated to the individual patient genome sequence are 

finding ways to. Functions such as these without the latest advances in hardware and software would be impossible. Life scientists who 

understand molecular biology or chemistry but are not programming or math specialists should work together. As a result, computational 

biology has become the latest engineering discipline. Computational biologists generally computer science, mathematics, or engineering 

come from. 
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d) Image and Video Processing: -  

MATLAB and Simulink form the foundation of a Model-Based Design environment that enables the early verification of signal, image, 

and video processing systems.  As a successful Application Engineer you will understand and effectively communicate the benefits of the 

Model-Based Design environment for signal processing and video system design as well as for various applications in fields such as 

automotive, avionics, industrial automation, and semiconductors. With MATLAB and Simulink products for image processing and 

computer vision, you can:  

i. Acquire images and video from imaging hardware. 

ii. Use graphical tools to visualize and manipulate images and video. 

iii. Develop new ideas using libraries of reference-standard algorithms. 

iv. Migrate designs to embedded hardware. 

 

e) Network Modeling: -  

Neural Network Toolbox complex nonlinear system that easily with a closed-form equations are not modeling provides modeling functions 

and apps. Neural Network Toolbox feed forward, radial basis, and supports dynamic network monitoring learning. It also self-organizing 

maps and layers with competitive unsupervised learning supports. 

Toolbox We can design training, imagination, and with neural network simulation. We have such data fitting, pattern recognition, 

clustering, time series forecasting, and modeling and control of dynamic systems for applications such as neural networks can use the tool 

box. It also helps to speed up the training and handling of data is set. 

And accelerate the training to handle large data sets, we multicore processors, GPUs, and computer clusters using Parallel Computing 

Toolbox can deliver the computing and data. 

 

Figure 2Initial Tower Placement of the Network 

  

 

Figure 3Tower Placement of the Network at Iteration = 10 

http://www.mathworks.in/hardware-support/index.html?q=paic_application:%22Image+and+Video+Processing%22%20product:%22Image+Acquisition+Toolbox%22
http://www.mathworks.in/products/image/apps.html
http://www.mathworks.in/help/images/functionlist.html
http://www.mathworks.in/help/images/code-generation.html
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Figure 4Tower Placement of the Network at Iteration = 18 

 

Figure 5Tower Placement of the Network at Iteration = 27, as you can see the network has gained good distribution and low overlapping 

 

Figure 6Tower Placement of the Network at Iteration = 44 final iteration, as you can see the network has gained good distribution and low 

overlapping. 
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Figure 7Fitness Function value of network and the network layout at 23 iteration and fitness value 41.47 

 

Figure 8Fitness Function value of network and the network layout at 43 iteration and fitness value 40.90 

 

Figure 9Upper bounds and Lower Bounds of fitness value with Current optimal values for the Network for 70 iterations 

 

Figure 10: Overall Speed up of the Network 
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Figure 11Total Overlapping of towers reduced to ~10% in proposed approach 

IV.  SUMMARY 

The layout of the tower's location detection system is an important task that is the central focus of this study also. Depending on the locale 

customization tower countless interrelated factors, lack of space, the coverage period, including price and overlapping. These factors, from 

the web to a different layout for more complex strategies and approaches is emerging. In this work we used the algorithm iteratively warning 

set to increase accuracy. Consulting work by an average 90% increase results tower system and also increases the complexity or duration 

to 24% speedup. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

Recently, large-scale relay transmission method, because the towers are used in wireless stations webs Center Station (BS) and mobile 

stations further support data (MSS), close to the border point to the cell that can increase quality . BS, contrasting with a low price is worth 

and cable to connect to the web via the backhaul does not demand. However, over one tower transmission two transmission time that can 

reduce the efficiency of the system is needed. Therefore, relaying webs to explore an interesting topic that requires a two-hop transmission. 

Furthermore, the link reliability and system capacity of the places on the RS is an important task to investigate the encounter. In particular, 

the use of relay stations are farther away from the BS, the cell border agreement to raise those strong points can contact reliability. However, 

after a short relay link capacity between BS and RS hop long distance. Therefore, the contact reliability and system capability to meet 

synergy between relaying networks is important in locating the appropriate relay locale. The layout of the tower's location detection system 

is an important task that is the central focus of this study also. Depending on the locale customization tower countless interrelated factors, 

lack of space, the coverage period, including price and overlapping. These factors, from the web to a different layout for more complex 

strategies and approaches is emerging. In this work we used the algorithm iteratively warning set to increase accuracy. Advice tower system 

work result increases by 90% and also increases the complexity or duration to 24% speedup. 

In this work, we have a web in order to find out the optimal relay stations is aimed to maximize efficiency. We in the upcoming two-hop 

transmission will be used to choose one that is considering laws to select two relays. And from an early undeviatingly BS approved Rs 

pointing to the strength difference, gesture-oriented selection strength- law. Strong signal strength will be adopted to enhance the links with 

contact reliability. Select the selection rule of law is oriented throughput. The selection according to the law, and that two of every user 

undeviatingly BS-hop via the contact link for each one capable transmission rate guesstimate, and enable the next big transmission rate 

will select the link. We can consider two further time-slot allocation schemes: equal time period and equal user throughput. The last part 

of a data transmission for a period allocated to each user. However, the allocation of wireless resources (for example, time-slot) with the 

same throughput to every user. We pick the optimal time slot allocation scheme encounter tower and examine the optimal relay position 

can encounter a number of RSS. 
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